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source Requirements * Python2.7 * Pygame * Pygame_ext (optional) * Pygame_gfx (optional) How to download and install 1. Install Python2.7 (recommended version is 2.7.9) 2. Download and install Pygame from here 3. Download and install Pygame_ext from here 4. Download and install Pygame_gfx from here 5. Open command line and go to the directory with ec_reverb.py 6. Run command: python ec_reverb.py 7. Please wait while ec_reverb.py
starts 8. Please wait while ec_reverb.py finishes. I uploaded this source file as ec_reverb.py, it is for EC Reverberation and it works in windows 10. If this source file is useful to you, please put a link to this site. How to use Usage: ec_reverb.py python ec_reverb.py --input_filename=a.wav --output_filename=b.wav --reverb_length=100 --reverb_table_length=8192 For example: python ec_reverb.py --input_filename=my_large_file.wav

--output_filename=my_reverberate.wav --reverb_length=800 --reverb_table_length=32768 Obtained file has replay time of 100ms. Adjust to create desired replay time. If you want to change an audio file input_filename, adjust --reverb_length in ec_reverb.py. If you want to change a bitrate of obtained replay file (--output_bitrate in ec_reverb.py), adjust --reverb_table_length in ec_reverb.py. The "chorus" style can be obtained by applying a
"reverb_table" in which the "sum" value of input audio waveform is maximum. (If you understand the principle of this "chorus" style, please inform me.) Batch processing To obtain large number replay sounds, you can run as a batch process, simply using the batch processing part of the source. For example: python ec_reverb.py --input_filename=a.wav --output_filename=b
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- Reverb algorithms may be sorted by parameters and each of them has own dialog. - Reverberation parameters can be separated in two groups: general and specific. - Reverb's algorithms are implemented in two modes: single reverb and multiple reverb. - All parameters can be frozen. Features - F/B buttons and presets. - Reverb algorithms are in two groups: percussive and harmonic. - Powerful index and list for parameters. - Multiple presets. -
Multiple repeat. How To Install/Use/Migrate - Run the main.exe - Change the Output sampling rate to 44100, the bit rate to 32 bits, the channels to 1 and fx to percussive. - Change the desired reverb algorithm preset and click the play button. - Keep playing until you are getting the desired reverb. - Save it to the user's profile. - If you want to use it in other formats, just copy the main.exe to the desired format. - At the first run of the program a sample
dialog will be played so you can see how to use the program. Simplicity, power, flexibility. EC Reverberation is a simple, quick to use reverberation application. Compatibility It's compatible with all major DAWs. Currently tested with Cubase 6. Program Functions: - Fast implementation of "Percussive" and "Harmonic" reverberation algorithms, and "Bass" filters for bassoon. - EC Reverberation can be used as a Reverb's effect on the Input track. - It
has an amazing ability to simulate music with glass and wood effects. - It can be used as a simple delay and as an excellent choirus. - It's an alternative reverb for the mastering stage. - It can make sound ever-changing with the real-life echo chambers and rooms. - It can be used as a simple delay and as an excellent choirus. - The extra sound should be easily available in all major DAWs. - It's a simple reverb with a high level of flexibility. - Efficient and

powerful implementation. - It's easy to use and includes a sample dialog. If you like this new, innovative and easy to use application, consider buying my other software. At this moment I only 09e8f5149f
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EC Reverberation

EC Reverberation is a simple and efficient implementation of an audio reverberator. Useful in song composition. It was created to test idea of "choirus" in reverberation. But it's sound may be acceptable for some real sound recording tasks. The author has developed a freeware program on the composition of the song "Shibuya". For more information please feel free to contact. Features: Compound Reverberation:An algorithm is used where the
reverberation is composed of an array of simple reverberations. This means that instead of having a single delay you can have multiple delays with a delay in between each delay and with a direction. The program runs on Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000, 8, 8.1, and Server 2008 R2 and Windows 10. Compatibility with the Windows Start menu will be available in future releases. Virtual Reverberators:The program contains fifty virtual reverberators. Each
reverberator behaves similar to a physical echo chamber and can be individually tuned. For instance, by moving the cross-over frequency you can adjust the decay time of a reverberator. Each virtual reverb can be routed to an external delay that can create reverb effects from any of the reverb curves. Each reverb can also be sent to an internal delay. Chorus:The program supports choruses. Each chorus can be independently tuned. The stereo width of a
chorus can be adjusted. The amount of modulation that the reverb of each channel is added can be adjusted. The stereo pan is set independently for each chorus. Portamento:Each pitch can have portamento or glide. The portamento pitch can be set on the fly. Automatic note bending for the selected pitch: The program supports automatic note bending. When an automatic note bending is enabled, the program automatically bends up or down the note.
Automatic pitch shifting for the selected pitch: The program supports automatic pitch shifting. When an automatic pitch shifting is enabled, the program automatically shifts up or down the note. Replay.wav:The program can save a.wav file with a.wav file in it. This way the program can perform the replay.wav function or print the contents of the file. About Erik F. Gramstad I am a freelance audio engineer, composer, and author. I have 20 years of
professional studio

What's New In EC Reverberation?

The user controls how the reverberation is affected by a speaker's azimuth angle. Ideally, speakers should be free from the effect of reverberation after a limited time, and they become less audible as their distance from the reverberator increases. Concept Here is video: How does it work? To understand behavior of reverberator it must be understood how the reverberation is added to each new sound that arrives at the input of the reverberator. Looking
at the last frame (01:09) we understand how reverberator operates in time domain. In that specific case there are two high frequencies arriving to the input of the reverberator around 0.8s and 1.5s. Those are filtered by the filters in the reverb module. We will start from the first high frequency which comes after 0.8s time frame (the first filter) and looks as below: At this point we still don't know whether this filter is used. So the next step should be to
introduce new sound. When a new sound arrives to the input of the reverb module at time 0.9s (the second filter is applied), we don't know the results of the first filter and it still has time to get a valid value for filter coefficients. But then both of the previous filters get overwritten by the new one and the new sound begins to be filtered by the filters below. Now we should have working implementation but there is one more video which is used to
demonstrate basic function of the reverb. The idea behind the video is to show that the reverb module is gradually changing the filters of the previous reverberation. This makes our reverberator sound like real reverb chambers. As the distance between the reverb and the speaker increases the reverb chambers are more and more empty, allowing the room to sound less and less reverberant. The beginning of the video shows four different reverb models.
At the beginning (at 1:34 time) there are 0 (no filters) At 3:03 time there is one filter At 3:59 time there are 2 filters At 4:41 time there are 3 filters Conclusion We can see that over time the reverb chamber begins to look less and less filled and sounds less and less reverberant. We have explained how the EC Reverberation works in time domain and
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System Requirements For EC Reverberation:

CPU: XP SP2 or higher Vista or Windows 7 or higher OS: RAM: 1 GB Graphics: 128MB Video Card NVIDIA 7900 GS or ATI HD4850 or higher, or better. DirectX: 9.0 HDD: 200 MB Free Space Recommended: Screen resolution: 1024x768 or higher, 32-bit color. This post has been edited
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